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ABSTRACT

The new transmission and storage technologies now avail-
able have put together a vast amount of digital audio. All
this audio is ready and easy to transfer but it might be use-
less with a clear knowledge of its content as metadata at-
tached to it. This knowledge can be manually added but
this is not feasible for millions of on-line files. In this paper
we present a method to automatically derive acoustic infor-
mation about audio files and a technology to classify and
retrieve audio examples.

1. INTRODUCTION

Music Information Retrieval (MIR) technologies allow the
identification and management of audio content without us-
ing any external metadata or embedded watermarking. In
a general Music Information Retrieval scheme, a compact
digest derived from the acoustic properties of the audio is
processed against a database for a specific purpose.

MIR is a very wide field in the Information Technolo-
gies area. Many MIR algorithms have been proposed [1].
All of them can be classified into many subgroups, but at
two different conceptual levels. In the first conceptual level,
we can find MIR systems which use Decision Trees, Neural
Networks, Artificial Intelligence, Hidden Markov Models
and so on, while at the second conceptual level we can find
MIR systems which use spectral features, time-domain de-
scriptors, multiresolution techniques and so on.

AMADEUS is a framework specially designed to deal
with Hidden Markov Model (HMM) related problems. Ap-
plications designed by using AMADEUS should ideally be
compact, for complexity issues, robust against distortions
and should retain as much acoustic relevant information as
possible to manage possibly near-infinite data.

As an example of an application using Amadeus, we
will present a fingerprinting system which goes beyond the
template matching paradigm to a statistical pattern match-
ing paradigm. The goals are to incorporate robustness by
statistically modeling the audio evolution while reducing
the fingerprint size by considering local and global redun-
dancies in a corpus of audio content. The reduction of the

fingerprint data is important to eficiently use the bandwidth
in internet applications.

2. SYSTEM’S OVERVIEW

2.1. The identification process

To identify an unknown piece of audio, we use the prop-
erty of a Hidden Markov Model from what an HMM can be
seen as a double stochastic process. Therefore, HMM could
be used to generate observations and we can calculate the
probability that some observations are generated by a given
HMM.

Figure 1 represents a sequence of HMM that models a
song. Each HMM is a part of the temporal structure be-
longing to music. Since music can be seen as a sequence
of events sorted in time, this music can be modeled with a
sequence of HMMs. The evolution in time of the song is
represented with the jumps from one state to the next one.

Let’s suppose we have an unknown fragment of audio,
whereO are all the vectors of parameters (i.e. Mel-cepstrum,
rhythm features, harmonic structure description, etc.). If a
known song in our database is modeled using an HMMλ,
the probability that the generation of this song was the same
than the generation of the unknown fragment is [2]:

P (O |λ) =
∑

q1,q2,...,qT

πq1bq1 (o1) aq1q2bq2 (o2)

· · · aqT−1qT
bqT

(oT ) (1)

With this equation in mind, the identification process can be
seen in the following way. We have a database of HMMs
sequences that model our repository. When we are given
an unknown audio fragment from which we have derived
some observations (melody parameters, mel-cepstrum, etc.)
Eq. 1 answers the question whether the HMMs of a song
λ in the repository would be able to generate that unknown
music. This approach has several advantages over a more
classical matching approach. The first advantage is that it is
more robust to noise because two songs can be modeled in
a very different way because one is noisy and the other one
is clean, and however the identification process will give the
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Fig. 1. Song representation
with an HMM sequence
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Fig. 2. Song Model

right result. Another advantage is that the same process can
be used to retrieve audio similarity as explained in [3].

The identification algorithm matches an input stream-
ing audio against all the fingerprints to determine whenever
a song section has been detected. The Viterbi algorithm is
used again with the purpose of exploiting the observation
capabilities of the HMM models contained in the finger-
print sequences. Nevertheless, this time the model is not
a complete graph but the HMM ring shown in Fig. 2. In
this structure, each HMM only has two links, one to itself
and one toward its immediate neighbor. The identification
algorithm scales linearly with the number of songs in the
database because no backtracking is required for single path
models.

2.2. Feature extraction

There are a lot of features we can extract from music that
can help our MIR system. Here are some of them, available
in AMADEUS.

2.2.1. Mel-Cepstrum

The Mel-cepstrumis a measure of the spectrum shape or
the sound “color”. The termcepstrumwas introduced by
Bogert et Al. in [4], and it has come to be the accepted ter-
minology for the inverse Fourier Transform of the logarithm
of the spectrum of a signal:

Cepstrum = IFFT [Log (FFT [x(t)]) ] (2)

2.2.2. 4Hz Modulation

As defined in [5], the 4Hz Modulation Energy Peak is a
characteristic feature of speech signals due to a near 4Hz
syllabic rate. It is calculated by decomposing the original
waveform into 20 or 40 mel-frequency bands.

2.2.3. Zero Crossing Rate

As defined in [6], the Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR) of the time
domain waveform provides a measure of the weighted aver-
age of the spectral energy distribution, similar to a spectral
center of mass or Spectral Centroid of the input signal (see
Sec.2.2.4). It also can be interpreted as the noisyness of the
input signal. From a mathematical point of view, it can be
calculated with:

ZCR =
1
2

N∑
n=1

|sign(x[n])− sign(x[n− 1])| (3)

where thesignfunction is1 for positive arguments and0 for
negative arguments, and x[n] is the time domain signal for
framet.

2.2.4. Spectral Centroid

As defined in [5], the Spectral Centroid is thebalancing
Point of the spectral power distribution. It can be inter-
preted as a measure of the average frequency, weighted by
amplitude, of a spectrum, that is, a measure related with the
brightness of the signal. From a mathematical point of view,
the Spectral Centroid can be calculated with:

SC =
∑

fiai∑
ai

(4)

wherefi is the frequency value of each bin of the FFT and
ai is its amplitude.

2.2.5. Spectral Flatness

The Spectral Flatness can be defined, according to Ozgur
Izmirli in [7], as the ratio of the geometric mean to the arith-
metic mean of the power spectral density components in
each critical band. Some times, the Spectral Flatness Mea-
sure is expressed in decibels:

SFMdB = 10log10
Gm

Am
(5)

2.2.6. Voice2White

The Voice2White parameter is a measure of the energy in-
side the typical speech band (300Hz..4KHz) respect the
energy of the whole audible margin (in case ofsr = 4410Hz)
or global band (in case ofsr < 44100Hz). From a mathe-
matical point of view:

v2w = 10log10

∑4500
fi=300 Bfi∑

i Bi
(6)



2.2.7. Rhythmical features

As defined in [8], some rhythmical features can be extracted
from the input signal by calculating the periodogram of the
derivative of the multi-band filtered input signal. Some ap-
plications and features are explained in the paper.

2.3. Training of the system

The biggest problem that arises with a music recognition
scheme based on HMMs is how to find the more suitable
HMM set that will lead to a good recognition even in bad
noisy environments. The training of a speech recognition
system has still some issues but it is a well studied problem.
In speech, the target for each HMM is a phoneme (or other
phonetic related characteristic), but in music there are not
such “phonemes”. In [3] we present a way to define some
properties for the units that can suit the music identification
problem as well as music similarity.

To automatically derive some good units to represent the
music, we follow an iterative approach based on the EM
algorithm [9].

The algorithm is composed by several steps:

Number of different HMM The first decision has to be taken
and it is the number of different HMM that will be
used. In other identification tasks, this decision is
easy and usually an HMM for each phoneme is used.
In the music identification problem, since there are no
“phonemes”, the number of HMM has to be carefully
chosen. The higher the number of HMMs used, the
higher the accuracy of the models for each song, but
this would mean also more complexity for both the
training and identification. If the numbers of HMM
is very low, the accuracy of the representation will be
very poor and the system will need a longer fragment
of unknown audio to identify it. In our case the num-
ber of HMM is set to 1024.

Initialization Originally the bootstrap models we used were
pure random and all the means and variances were
chose at random and the transition probabilities were
set to 0.5 for both stay and jump. Unfortunately, this
methods lead often to a local maximum that is not
good enough for identification because the discrim-
ination capacity for each HMM was very poor. A
second method of k-means to create the bootstrap pa-
rameters shows a very good performance.

Realignment With the current parameters, the system cal-
culates a new sequence of HMM in order to increase
the observation probability. This is done with the
Viterbi algorithm [10].

Update With the alignment calculated in the previous step,
we use the Baum-Welch algorithm to update the means,

variances and transition probabilities.

Loop Steps 3 and 5 are repeated until the global probability
of generation is not growing from one iteration to the
next one.

3. AUDIO FINGERPRINT SIZE SCALABILITY

Since there is a growing number of available songs due to
the digitalization of big repositories, identification and simi-
larity systems should have a good behavior in scalability. In
this section we show how we can control the system require-
ments thanks to the stochastic properties of the fingerprint
based on HMMs.

Because of the algorithms behind the audio identifica-
tion system explained above, it is possible to use some tech-
niques borrowed from information theory that can improve
dramatically the performance of the system and the resources
need.

Figure 1 shows a small part of a song when it is repre-
sented with an HMM sequence. The variablesaij are the
probabilities to jump from statei to statej which is the
same than saying than represent the probability to change
from one acoustical event in a song to the next one. The se-
quence of events is a Markov Chain and the speed of change
is controlled by the transition probability matrixA [11].

From an information theory point of view, we can re-
duce the size of the fingerprint while keeping a good sta-
tistical representation of it by increasing the probabilityaii

(probability to stay at the same state) and reducing at the
same timeaij (for i 6= j). This modification will lead to an
increase of the state duration that by default is an exponen-
tial density function. Since the order of the acoustic events
cannot be modified, there exist onlyaii andaii+1. Thus, the
adjustable parameterp to control the size of the fingerprint
will be used in the new transition probabilities as

a
′
ii = aii + p a

′
ii+1 = aii+1 − p

constricted toa
′
ii + a

′
ii+1 = 1 and0 ≤ a

′
ii, a

′
ii+1 ≤ 1.

All this shows that the transition matrix is a good control
to set the amount of CPU and memory requirements to use
the fingerprinting system. With a highp, the probability to
stay at the same state will be higher and, therefore, the size
of the fingerprint will be smaller.

Of course there is a drawback for this fingerprint reduc-
tion. There is a trade-off between robustness and fingerprint
size and the value ofp should be carefully chosen with the
working conditions of the identification system in mind.

Another well known technique to reduce the fingerprint
size is to decimate the feature space by a factor ofN .



Fig. 3. Transition prob. Fig. 4. Decimate

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The input for the experiments was a continuous single chan-
nel 16bit 22050KHz audio stream generated with the ad-
dition of samples of 10 seconds extracted randomly from
a 1570 song database. Each experiment took less than 1
hours to complete on a computer cluster with 32 Pentium-
III CPUs at 1GHz interconnected through MPI.

One experiment has been selected as reference to study
the different system variables. This reference experiment
used 1024 HMM with non compressed fingerprints (transi-
tion probability modification=0, decimate=1). The results
show the identification error rates for different probabilities
and decimates. The compression rates over the fingerprint
are shown in the same graphic.

4.1. Transition probability and fingerprint depths

The reference experiment has been confronted against the
transition probability system variable. The reference result
for this experiment was the same than before. Fig. 3 plots
the error rate versus the modification in the transition prob-
ability from one state to the next one. For convenience the
parameterp is shown proportional to a logarithmic scale,
where 0 means no modification of the probability.

4.2. Decimate and fingerprint depths

The reference experiment for the changes in the decimate
value was the maximum reached in experiments from sec-
tion 4.1. The graph show what was already expected and
a high reduction of the framerate involve a reduction in the
accuracy.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The fingerprinting approach designed with the AMADEUS
technology shows very promising results. The proposed
architecture allows a very flexible system able to adapt to
different MIR environments, including similarity issues of
MIR. In the other hand, for compressed data transmission
in Internet or for noisy environments, the transition proba-
bilities adjustments allow a better model for each song and

therefore a more accurate data managing. From this point
of view, AMADEUS seems to be a very powerful tool for
MIR applications where the amount of data tends to infinite
but the physical support is limited.
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